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empathy 1 Chitchat can also increase your feeling of understanding, or ____ (同理心), toward people you know but not 
well. 
 

experience 2 When you are sharing the same ____________ (經驗) with someone, it is easy to start a conversation. 
 

responsibility 3 There is also __________ (責任), goal-setting and working within a group. 
 

combined 4 Swim team is interesting in that it’s the individual _________ (結合) with the team sport. 
 

Critics 5 ________ (批評者) say that this kind of human-machine cooperation has its problems. 
 

fulfill 6 Companies say they cannot quickly ________ (實現) buyers’ demands for packages without fast-moving pods, 
robots and other forms of automation. 

access 7 To log in is to enter a code or password to gain ________ (權限) to the computer’s abilities. 
 

pop 8 Internet advertisements, or ads, ________ up (彈出) on the screen over a web page. 
 

meaningful 9 These exchanges can open doors that may lead to larger, more ________ conversations.  
 

perspective 10 It sounds quite lovely, but I rarely hear from a worker’s ________ (觀點) that that’s what it feels like. 
 

b 11 Many people find difficult these small conversations about random topics. (a. True b. False) 
 

b 12 If you make small talk in your native language, you might become more happy. (a. True b. False) 
 

a 13 An article published in the magazine Fast Company notes reasons why a company should consider employing 
former ________. (a. athletes  b. executives  c. coaches  d. members) 
 

b 14 A team sport for adults could be a ___________ team offered at work or by a community group. 
a. professional b. recreational c. international d. interpersonal   

d 15 Taillon, the Amazon employee you met at the beginning of this report, said that she has gotten used to ________ 
with robots.   (a. play  b. playing  c. work  d. working) 
 

c 16 When you first meet someone or talk to someone you don’t know well, it would be ________ to begin a 
conversation about a really deep topic such as war, politics or the meaning of life. 
a. random   b. idle  c. awkward  d. brief 

 

a 17 Many people find these small conversations about __________ topics difficult. 
a. random   b. idle  c. considerate  d. wasteful 

 
 

c 18 For example, if you are at a party and a song that ________ you of something, you can talk about that.  
a. balances  b. dislikes  c. reminds   d. brings 

 
 

b 19 The coach of the swim team is Paul Waas.  He explains how swim team teaches the team members skills like 
discipline and __________.  (a. peers  b. focus   c. goals   d. athletes) 
 

c 20 Some sports can be hard on the body.  Young athletes can ________ serious injuries that follow them into 
adulthood. (a. harm  b. compete  c. suffer  d. benefit) 
 

b 21 Sometimes she has to pick up a fallen toy or _____ a traffic jam.   (a. easy b. ease  c. speed d. speedy) 
 

b 22 He said having people and robots work together ________ the company to offer lower prices. 
a. influences  b. permits   c. demands  d. solves 

 
 

a 23 It is natural that the language of computers would also change and be _________. 
a. informal b. external  c. instructional  d. phrasal 

 
 

b 24 Speaking of browers, another phrasal verb that became a noun is plug in.  You know that you can plug a wire 
into the wall.  Now, we add small programs to perform ________ tasks in the computer, and call them plugins. 
a. special  b. specific   c. specially  d. specifically 

 

c 25 A wheel on the mouse ________ you to scroll up or scroll down to read a web page. 
a. commands  b. signs   c. allows  d. programs  

 

 


